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Notes for Members - Declarations of Interest:
If a Member is aware they have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest* in an item of business, they 
must declare its existence and nature at the start of the meeting or when it becomes apparent and 
must leave the room without participating in discussion of the item. 
If a Member is aware they have a Personal Interest** in an item of business, they must declare its 
existence and nature at the start of the meeting or when it becomes apparent.
If the Personal Interest is also significant enough to affect your judgement of a public interest and 
either it affects a financial position or relates to a regulatory matter then after disclosing the 
interest to the meeting the Member must leave the room without participating in discussion of the 
item, except that they may first make representations, answer questions or give evidence relating 
to the matter, provided that the public are allowed to attend the meeting for those purposes.

*Disclosable Pecuniary Interests:
(a) Employment, etc. - Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for 

profit gain.
(b) Sponsorship - Any payment or other financial benefit in respect of expenses in carrying 

out duties as a member, or of election; including from a trade union. 
(c) Contracts - Any current contract for goods, services or works, between the Councillors or 

their partner (or a body in which one has a beneficial interest) and the council.
(d) Land - Any beneficial interest in land which is within the council’s area.
(e) Licences- Any licence to occupy land in the council’s area for a month or longer.
(f) Corporate tenancies - Any tenancy between the council and a body in which the 

Councillor or their partner have a beneficial interest.
(g) Securities - Any beneficial interest in securities of a body which has a place of business or 

land in the council’s area, if the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or 
one hundredth of the total issued share capital of that body or of any one class of its issued 
share capital.

**Personal Interests:
The business relates to or affects:
(a) Anybody of which you are a member or in a position of general control or management, and:

 To which you are appointed by the council;
 which exercises functions of a public nature;
 which is directed is to charitable purposes;
 whose principal purposes include the influence of public opinion or policy (including a 

political party of trade union).
(b) The interests a of a person from whom you have received gifts or hospitality of at least £50 as 

a member in the municipal year; 
or
A decision in relation to that business might reasonably be regarded as affecting the well-being or 
financial position of:

 You yourself;
 a member of your family or your friend or any person with whom you have a close 

association or any person or body who is the subject of a registrable personal interest. 
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Agenda
Introductions, if appropriate.

Item Page

3 Application for the Review of Premises Licence by Metropolitan 
Police for the premises known as Shree Superstore 11 Wembley Hill 
Road HA9 8AF, pursuant to the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003 

63 - 84

 Please remember to SWITCH OFF your mobile phone during the meeting.
 The meeting room is accessible by lift and seats will be provided for 

members of the public.





Brent

To Brent Licensing by email

gIb July 2018

Brent Civic Centre
Engineers Way
Wembley
Middlesex HA9 OFJ

TEL 02089375512
EMAIL paul.lee@brent.gov.uk

WEB www.brent.gov.uk

LICENSING ACT 2003
Licence Representation in connection with Licence: Review -

Dear Sir/Madam,

Reference: 12283

Applicant: Paul Lee, Snr. Enforcement Officer Brent & Harrow Trading Standards Service
Premises: Sunny Supermarket aka Shree Superstores, 11 Wembley Hill Road, HA9 8AF
I certify that I have considered the application shown above and I wish to make a representation as an:

officer of Brent and Harrow Trading Standards Service, Brent Civic Centre, Wembley HA9 OFJ, in
whose area the premises are situated, which is authorised for the purposes of exercising its
statutory function as a ‘Responsible Authority’ under the Licensing Act 2003.

The application has been made for a new premises licence under section 17 of the Act.

The Brent and Harrow Trading Standards Service representation is concerned with the licensing
objective;

1)the prevention of crime and disorder;

2) public safety;

REPRESENTATION

November 2018 On return from a visit in Wembley High Road I called into the business premise at 11
Wembley Hill Road HA9 8AF. At the time the shop front was sign written ‘Sunny Supermarket’. I
intoduced myself to the gentleman behind the till who intododuced himself as Mr Ankitkumar Bhaft. I
explained to Mr Bhatt that I was an Officer with Trading Standards and that the Service offered a free
compliance scheme that aided businesses with their ‘due diligence’ procedures in respect to preventing
the sale of age resticted goods to children. I reinterated that the scheme was free and that a short form
that inicated the terms and conditions of the Responsible Trader Scheme would need to be completed
beforethe issuing of a membership pack. Mr Bhatt declined the offer to become a member of the
scheme.
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18/1 2/2018 A compalint was received by Brent Trading Standards, from a Tobacco Company that
alledged that illict tobacco products at cheap prices were being sold from stocks located ‘under the
counter’ at the Shree Superstore, 11 Wembley Hill Road, HA9 8AF.

13/3/2018 A complaint made anonomously alleged that single cigarettes were being sold at 60p each at
the business.

At the end of March 2018 a local shop keeper alledged that the business was receiving deliveries of ‘non
duty paid’ alcohol.

The premise was monitored for luther intelligence with a view to liasing with Her Majesties Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) Officers to conduct a coordinated enforcement visit.

03/04/2018 Information was received by BrentTrading Standards Service from P.C Nicola McDonald
regarding a licensing issue at the premise at an allegation of alcohol adulteration.

22/5/2018 Joint enforcement visit with HMRC at Shree Superstore Limited located at, 11 Wembley Hill
Road, HA9 8AF. The owner of the shop and company director Mr Ankitkumar Bhatt was present on the
day and in sole control of the shop. Upon entry to the shop a large pile of cigarette packets were
balanced on a chair behind the till and were clearly visible to members of the public. HMRC Officers
seized 117 packets of Marlboro Gold cigarettes as they suspected that no duty had been paid upon their
importation.
These cigarette packs had health warning applied to them in Polish and not in English as per the legal
requirements (Trading Standards legislation). These cigarettes were also not in the required plain or
standardised packaging, which is a leagal requiremnt (Trading Standards legislation). The cigarettes
were handed to Trading Standards for insvestigation. A further search of the shop revealed 87 packets
of ethnic smokeless tobacco products that were seized by HMRC as they suspected that no import duty
had been paid on the items. These products had a health warning applied to them that was not in the
prescribed statutory wording (Trading Standards legislation). These products were handed to Trading
Standards for investigation. I also discovered behind the counter 81 packets of smokeless tobacco
products that also failed to have the correct statutory health warnings appliewd to them.

HMRC also discovered cans of Polish beer that were displayed for dale in the chiller cabinet, the retail
price of the beer gave reason fromr HMRC to suspect further duty evasion and during a serch of the rear
storeroom they discoved 2,640 cans of beer and 113 bottles of vodka. Mr Bhatt was unable to produce
receipis or invoices for the alcohol and explained that he had purchased them from a ‘man with a van’.
All the alcohol was therefore seized my HMRC.

On the till counter within the shop was a display of electronic cigarettes and nicoting containig refill
liquids, none of these products carried the statutory nicotine health warning that is a legal requirement.
39 nicotine related products were seized (Trading Standards legislation).

4 Electrical products (travel adaptors and chargers) were discoved displayed for sale which did not have
the required traceability in formation or correct instructions for use. One charger also had pins that were
incorrectly spaced and too close to the periphery of the product. These items were seized for non
complaince (Trading Standards legislation).
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I have attached the relevant HMRC Officers statement that clearly outlines his actions and amount of
producLs seized and loss of duty revenue.

4/06/18 Mr Bhatt was interviewed under caution at Brent Civic Centre in relation to potential criminal
oflences under the tollowing Legislation:

The Tobacco and Related Products Regulations 2016
The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016
The Standardised Packaging of Tobacco Regulations 2015
The Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008
The Tobacco Advertising and Promotion Act 2002

Mr Bhatt stated that he had aquired stocks of Vodka, E-liquids/E-cigarettes and Electrical items as part
of his terms when he purchased the business for the previous owner and as such he had not conducted
checks on any of the goods to show that they were complainat and legal to sell.

Mr Bhatt stated that he had purchased the 177 packs of cigarettes from a gentleman who was selling the
products on foot and carried the goods in a holdall.

Mr Bhatt stated that a number of customers had asked about Polish cigarettes so he bought them from
the seller for cash and that no receipt was given.Mr Bhatt belived the products legal to sell as many
other businesses in Wembley were selling them.

Mr Bhatt stated that he purchased the cigarettes of the day of the enforcement visit and only had them
for about 10 minutes before they were seized. Mr Bhatt was unable to give a detailed description of the
seller.

Mr Bhatt stated that the ethnic smokless tobacco products had been purchased from a different seller
who agin attened the shop on an occasional basis. The items were purchased for cash and no receipts
were given.Mr Bhatt believed the products were legal to sell as they were marked ‘Export Quality’. He
was unable to give a detailed description of the seller.

Mr Bhatt stated that he had purchased the 2,640 cans of Polish beer from a gentleman who came to his
shop unsolicited. Mr Bhatt knew that certain types of Polish beer were popular, but he had not been able
to purchase them from the cash and carry’. Mr Bhatt therefore purchased the beer for cash and
obtained no receipts.

Mr Bhatt could not recall how much he had paid for the beer and could not identify the seller or confirm if
any vehicle was used to deliver the goods.
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Represenation summary and recommendation

I am aware that PC Nicola Mc Donald of Brent Licensing Unit has applied to review the premise licence
of this business.

Mr Bhatt is clearly not attempting to uphold the licensing objective of prevention of crime and disorder.
His controls over his business as sole Director are have been non-existent with a clear disregard of any
regulations and basic legititimate trading practices that businesses are expected to follow.

The purchase of non-compliant goods from persons who are also trading illegaly is of grave concern as
there is no traceability of the products. There is a clear potential for harm to consumers who purchase
such products in the event that an issue of quality control, product safety or food safety issues occurs.
In specific respect to the purchase of ‘illict’ alcohol outside of the legal framework of the ‘supply chain’;
this can greatly increase the risk of being supplied counterfeit or adulterated product with the obvious
public safety issues resulting from consumption.

The large quanatities of products involved (particulary alcohol) shows a high level of offending and an
element of premedititaion.

HMRC have estimated that the duty evasion amount on the illegal goods would be over £4000, when
this is taken into consideration with the potential profits gained from sales of the products you can clearly
identifiy the monetary detriment and the unfair competitive advantage to local businesses who trade
fairly.

Whislt Mr Bhatt may well have recently started his business and traded from his shop for some s months
he is in contol of the business and is the sole Director.

He did not make any checks as to the legitamacy of the products that he purchased as part of his
agreement with the previous owner. Furthermore he has freely admitted to purchasing tobacco products
without out any formal checks for compliance with UK legislation.

It is necessary to have an indepth knowledge of all relevant legisaition just following usual business
practice i.e. obtaining receipts and not paying for goods using untraceable cash payments.

The above evidences that the following licensing oblectives are not being upheld:

1) the prevention of crime and disorder;

2) public safety;

As a responsible authority and taking into consdideration the seriouness of the issues outlined we would
ask for revokatian of the Premises Licence.

0 4
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List of Documents -

Document - 1

Paul Lee — Copy of witness statement

Document - 2

Copies of photographs taken on the day of HMRC & TS seizure on 26/05/2018 (16 photos of premise
and sample of goods seized)

Document - 3

Copy of HMRC Officer - Matthew Parr witness statement

Paul Lee

ttj a—
Senior Enforcement Officer
Brent and Harrow Trading Standards Service
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LONDON BOROUGHS OF BRENT AND HARROW CC. ‘\

TRADING STANDARDS SERVICE

Witness Statement

(C.J.Act 1967 - S.9, M.C. Act 1980— ss5A(3)(a) and 5B, M.C. Rules 1981 r.70)

Statement of: Paul Lee

Age if under 18: Over 18

Occupation: Senior Trading Standards Enforcement Officer

This statement (consisting of 4 page(s) signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to
prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false or do not believe
to be true.

Dated gth July 2018 / —•
/‘ At-{ L(4

Signature

I am employed by the London Borough of Brent, as a SeniorTrading Standards Enforcement

Officer.

On 23 May 2018 following a number of complaints regarding a business premise located

5 at 11 Wembley Hill Road, Wembley, HA9 SAF I conducted a loint enforcement visit with

Officers from her majesties revenue and customs (HMRC). The business was previously

known to me as ‘Sunny Supermarket’ and I was aware that the business was under kneW

management’.

10 At 11.50 hrs. I entered 11 Wembley Hill Road, Wembley which had been sign written Shree

Superstore. I was accompanied on my visit by 2 HMRC Officers and 4 Officers from this

Service, being Paul Harris; Senior Enforcement Officer, Christine White; Senior

Enforcement Officer, Denise Power; Senior Trading Standards Officer and Ali Bandukwalla

Assistant Enforcement Officer. I introduced myself to the gentleman behind the counter in

15 the shop, showed him my warrant card and explained the reason for my visit.

Signature

E31 Sept 2003



Continuation of witness statement of Paul Lee

The gentleman gave his name as Ankitkumar Bhatt and informed me that he was the owner

of the business called Shree Superstore Limited and that he was the sole Director of that

20 Limited Company.

Whilst talking to Mr Bhatt I noticed that the chair next had a pile of cigarettes displayed on it

that was able to be seen by customers entering the shop. The cigarettes had health

wamings in a language that was not English. I asked Mr Bhatt if he had any cigarette in the

25 shop that were not legal products to which he replied ‘yes’ and pointed to the stack of

cigarettes on the chair next to him.

The 2 HMRC Officers then went behind the till and seized 177 Packs of Marlboro Gold

cigarettes as they believed them to not have duty paid on them. HMRC Officers then

30 discovered and seized 87 packets of smokeless tobacco products that they believed to not

have duty paid on them. HMRC Officers then handed these products to me for further

investigation as the cigarettes had health warnings that were not as per the statutory

requirements and were not in the required standardised packaging for unit packs- The

smokeless tobacco products did not have the correct statutory health warning applied to

35 which is also a legal requirement. I also discovered, behind the till 81 packets of smokeless

tobacco products that failed to have the correct statutory health warnings applied to them

and as such they were seized. On the till counter was a display of e-cigarettes and e-lic4uids,

upon inspection it was clear that the products were able to be used to inhale nkOtine

containing products or in respect to the e-liquids were labelled as to indicate a nicOtine

40 content. These products were not marked with te required statutory warning for nicotine

Signature

E31 Sept 20d33
-2-



Continuation of witness statement of : Paul Lee

containing products. Persons failing to satisfy these requirements may commit offences

contrary to The Tobacco and Related Products Regulations 2016 and The Standardised

Packaging of Tobacco Regulations 2015. An unrequested display of a tobacco product may

commit an offence contrary to the requirements of The Tobacco Advertising and Promotion

45 Act 2002.

My cofleagues and HMRC conducted a search of the shop and HMRC subsequently

discovered 2,640 cans of beer and 113 bottles of vodka that they believed to have not had

the requisite duty paid on them. The HMRC Officer explained that some of the bottles of

50 Vodka had UK duty stamps applied to them that had been altered or faked. The beer and

Vodka was seized by HMRC. The non-duty paid cigarettes & alcohol that were displayed

for sale visible to consumers also created the impression that a product could be legally sold

when it cannot and therefore an offence may be committed contrary to The Consumer

Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008.

55

Just before the inspection of the shop was completed 4 items of electrical equipment for

discovered; namely phone charges/adaptors that did not comply with the requirements of

the Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016. These items were seized as they did

not have the required traceability details applied to them had missing or incomplete

60 instructions. 3 of the items when screen tested, were found not have the correct pin sizes

or configurations for UK electrical sockets. It is a requirement that a distributor must ensure

that labelling details and instructions for safe use for the product are on or accompanying

the product. Failure to act with due care by a distributor can result in offences contrary to

The Electrical Equipment (Safety) Regulations 2016.

65

Signature

E31 Sept 2003
-3-



Continuation of witness statement ot : Paul Lee

During the search and seizure of the shop I took a number of digital photographs and I now

produce in evidence printed copies of these photographs which I now produce in evidence

as exhibits PDL/1 to PDU16.

70 I issued Mr Bhatt with a receipt for the seized goods and I was present when HMRC Officers

explained their investigation process. I left the premises at 13:15 and assisted in the removal

of the seized goods from the shop and their transportation to our secure evidence store.

I produce in evidence sealed bag cc00009261 contains 177 unit packs of 20 cigarettes,

sealed bag cc0009268 containingi 18 packets of smokeless tobacco products, sealed bag

75 cc0009267 containing 39 e-cigarettes and e-liquids and sealed bag cc0009262 containing

2 travel adaptors and 2 travel chargers.

On 4th July 2018, Mr Bhatt attended Brent Civic Centre for the purposes of a recorded

interview under the provisions of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Also present

80 at the interview from this Service was Ms Christine White. The interview begin at 10:11 hrs.

Mr Bhatt was cautioned at 10:15 hrs and the interview was terminated at 10:54 hrs.

Signature

E31 Sept 2003
-4-
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Poc 3
(1NHMRevenue OFFICIALSENSITIVE E1T

&Customs JC)

O7WITNESS STATEMENT
ENGLAND AND WALES ONLY

(Criminal Procedure Rules, r 16.2; criminal Justice Act 1967, s. 9; Magistrates’ Courts Act
1980, s.5B)

Statement of: Matthew_Alun Parr

________________________URN:

88/ !cl/cAN/YY

Age if under 18: Over 18 (11 over is Insert over 18’) Occupation: Officer of HM Revenue & Customs

_____

This statement (consisting otZ pages each signed by me is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it
knowing that if it is tendered in evidence I shall be liable to prosecution ill have wilfully slated in it anything which I know to
he false or do not believe to be true. - - ..—— -

ign4f?z1____ — rz*.

_______

zr—- Date 12/06/2018

Indicate if witness evidence is visually recorded2 No (If YES, see guidance)

3

ri am an Officer of HM Revenue & Customs currently employed in an Excise team dealing with

traders operating within the alcohol and tobacco sectors. Part of my duties is to visit retailers and

inspect their alcohol and tobacco stock in order to establish that they are only dealing in UK duty

paid goods.

On 23 May 2018 I was on duty with my colleague officer Idziak and officers from Brent Trading

Standards at the retail off-license Shree Supermarket, 11 Wembley Hill Road HA9 8AF. On entry to

the premises I showed my ID card/badge and explained who I was to the man behind the shop

counter. This man identified himself as Ankit Bhatt, a director of the business. I explained to him

that I would be searching the premises, under the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979

section 112, for alcohol and tobacco products. Prior to commencing my search I asked Mr hatt if

there were any foreign cigarettes on the premises and he indicated several cartons of cigarettes

behind the counter.

I commenced my search at the counter area and found the following items

DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

Marlboro gold cigarettes 177 packs (total of 3,540 cigarettes)

1Irage JetJJEJo 26 packets weighing 14g each -

Mirage chewing tobacco 11 packets weighing 20g each

Tulsi chewing tobacco 50 packets weighing 2g each

Date: 05/07/2017

S:gnature: Matthew A Parr Signature: Matthew A Parr
(Signature of witness) (Signature witnessed by)

STATEMENT OF WITNESS: ENGLAND AND WALES ONLY
Pagelof3

June 2017 MS11T HMRC



(TNHMRevenue
&Customs

- LiHMRc)

Statement at: Matthew Nun Parr URN: 88/Cod / /YV
[iIMD chewing tobacco

RMD chewing tobacco

I told Mr Bhatt that I was seizing the above tobacco producis as the cigarettes did not have the UK

fiscal mark meaning that they were not UK duty paid, and Mr Bhatt was unable to supply a

purchase invoice for the chewing tobacco which in my experience shows that this product is most

likely smuggled into the UK without duty being paid. Having seized the above I immediately passed

them to the trading standards officers who sealed them in evidence bags and commenced their

enquiries.

Having dealt with the tobacco products I concentrated on the alcohol products in store. I asked Mr

Bhatt about the polish beers Karpackie (a 9% beer) and Perla Black (a 7.6% beer). He confirmed

that he was selling these cans at £1.30 and £1.20 respectively. The prices that these beers were

being sold at made me suspicious about the duty status of all the east European beer on the

premises and I asked Mr Bhatt where he purchased them from and asked to see invoices. Mr Bhatt

told me that various men delivered them and that he doesn’t get an invoice. The amount of east

European beer on the premises was as follows.

DESCRIPTION

OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

50 packets weighing 7oz each

31 packets weighing 40g each

Karpackie

Perla Midowa

Warka strong

Perla (green)

Perla (black)

Tatra

Debowe

Date: 05/07/2017

S’gnature: Matthew A Parr
(Signature of witness)

QUANTITY

29 cases (total of 696 cans at 0.5 litres each

17 cases (total of 408 cans at 0.5 litres each)

20 cases (total of 408 cans at 0.5 litres each)

6 cases (total of 144 cans at 0.5 litres each)

19 cases (total 01456 cans at 0.5 litres each)

6 cases (total of 144 cans at 0.5 litres each)

10 cases (total of 240 cans at 0.5 litres each)

6 cases (total of 144 cans at OS litres each7

Signature: Matthew A Parr
-

- (Signature witnessed by)
STATRMENTtF WITNESS: ENGLAND AND WALES ONLY

Page 2 of 3
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L OFFICIAL SENSITIVE

I then examined the stock of spirits. In examining the “Glenn’s” vodka I noticed that the rear label

incorporating the UK duty stamp on many of the 70c1 and 1 litre bottles appeared to be a fake label.

In the store room I found boxes of Glenn’s vodka which if produced for the UK market would show

on the outside of the box that the bottles within had the UK duty stamp — the boxes did not indicate

this thus showing that they were produced for the export market and the bottles within these boxes

also had the rear label I suspected was fake.

In addition to my concerns regarding the Glenn’s vodka I also noted that there were bottles of

“Zing” vodka which had an incorrect UK duty stamp stuck onto the rear label.

I asked Mr Bhatt where he bought the bottles of Glenn’s and Zing vodka from, he stated that he

took over the shop on 23/10/17 and all these bottles were part of the stock at that time and had

therefore been purchased by the previous owner thus meaning he did not know who the supplier

was. In total there were 98 bottles of Glenn’s vodka at 70c1, 9 bottles of Glenn’s vodka at 1 litre,

and 6 bottles of Zing vodka at 70 ci.

I seized the beer (there was no record of where it was purchased from thus making it impossible to

establish duty payment) and vodka as mentioned above and told Mr Bhatt of his right to appeal. Mr

Bhatt was given form ENF1S6, a seizure information notice; form ENF3174, warning of liability to

prosecution letter; form ENF76 schedule of goods seized; Public notice 12A which details the rights

of someone who has goods seized; information leaflets FS16 and id, general information regarding

the visit.

I have subsequently entered the details of the goods seized onto a Departmental database which

has calculated the duty pertaining to theses goods to be £4,387.15
/

Date: 05107/2017
-

Signature: Matthew A Parr Signature: Matthew A Parr
(signature of witness) (Signature wtnessed by)

STATEMENT OF WITNESS: ENGLAND AND WALES ONLY
Page 3 of 3

HMRevenue
&Customs

Statement of: Matthew Alun Parr

MG11T
(HMRC)

URN:88/ I /

June 2017 MG11T HMRC



HM Revenue
& Customs

•
HMRC [Address]
5c,L 1too
a rT4raotua U4”
‘Y(tA’T jocCt’
r(ç

bate Z/Q5f Zoi( -. www.hmrc.gov,ukOur ref

Your ref
•

WARNING OF LlAlLlTY-TO PROSECUTIONThe goods listed on fOrm ENFI5G attached have been seized under sectidn 139 of theCustoms and Excise ManagementAct 1979. This is without prejudice to any otrier actionthat the Commissioners for Revenue and Customs may take against you in connection withthis matter. This may include, but Is not limited to, issuing you with an assessment for the taxand duty evaded and a wrongdoing penalty, or referral to the relevant Prosecution Sen,ice toconsider instituting prosecution proceedings.

A person found guilty of fraudulent evasion of duty under section 170 of the Customs andExcise Management Act is liable to •an unlimited fine and/or up to seven years’imprisonment.

Details of HMRC officer Details of person receiving letterOfficer Name or Number (BLOCK LETTERS) I acknowledge receipt of this letter
— J’3ame

9.

_.7WL’

.
..

Signature -.

H 1L4i H’L1fI
Data Protection Act 1998HM Revenue & Customs collects inforjnation in order to administer the taxes for which it isresponsible (such as income tax, VAT, insurance premium tax, excise duties, air passengerduty, landfill tax, climate change levy), and for detecting and preventing crime.

Where the law permits we may also get information about you from third parties, or giveinformation to them, for example in order to check its accuracy, prevent or detect criirle orprotect public funds in other ways. These third parties may include the police, other

Information is available in large print, audio tape and Braille formats.Type Talk service prefix number— 18001

Name

SNi2t( SuPthi4ifrG’_

Address .

. I Tel44 Wtf1[L(’/ LL

Fax
/i4

Signature.—

FNF31 74
12/li



HMRevenue
&Customs Seizure information notice

This is not a Notice of Seizure

This notice Jiovides details 11)0111 lii sciztiw id Ihc things lisleci below. II they dit not belong to you, please give this notice to

their owner is soon as possible.

r

/. .eJ&)

Schedule of things seized

€• ‘ VrwL
1’, Stc ,“rv’

U
.>ix -v”/7 —.

— 1
‘ D i

- i\ vc-’

Please note that the abo y things are liable to

Management Act 1979 In in:

Nanr’ iii oi>ii al Ii?ttels

forleitnie and have been sei,ed oiidiii Sec lion 139 of the Customs and I:xiisc’

Office address stamp

Address (place of ‘sith ‘ore)

‘osti r,,je

Date DO MM YYYY Time in 24 hours

Notice 1 issued

Warning totter issued

Notice 1 2A issued

Officer’s signature (unless using unique identifier)

acknowledge receipt cd form ENF1 55 (Oiiginal) and agiee

that the above desuiptnin of the things seized is coitet I.

Si g ni tore

Name nc Un gut’ icteot ifiet in c apitat let tei S

full name in capital letters

Date COMM YYYY

Quantity

(- 4 1

Di S(i i)t ion
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